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Nursery Home Learning
Learning Log: Pack 12
Support for Home Learning can be found at N.class@arkbentworthprimary.org
Learning can be accessed through your child’s account on the following:
DB Primary
https://arkbentworth-lbhf.secure-dbprimary.com/
However, we recommend that this is in addition to the times below.
Please do not feel pressured to finish all the material in one week. However, we will continue to
give out new packs each week to ensure full coverage of the curriculum.

Reading

Writing

Maths

The wider
Curriculum

Our book of the week is called Walking through the Jungle. If you log onto the
DBPrimary website and click onto the blog your child can listen to me reading
the story. Or you can look on You Tube and type in the story book Walking
through the Jungle and then click onto Walking through the Jungle | Barefoot
Books Singalong.
To help recall the story there are 2 sheets with questions to recall the animals
the girl saw on her journey.
There is a sheet with the animals from the story. Your child has to sound out
and write the first letter.
In your packs this week we are recapping over the letters that we have already
learnt. The letters are c, k, u, b, f Please help your child sound out the letters,
practise writing the letters - there are activities to go with the individual letters
e.g writing the first letter to the word.
There is a sheet called seasons to help your child with their fine motor control.
On the sheet with two animals your child can write their name and then colour
the animals in.
The first counting sheet is to see how many camels your child can count.
There is a sheet called jungle and rainforest counting sheet for your child to
count and write the number down.
There are some baby lions for you to count. Count them slowly and then write
the amount into the box.
In the jungle there are lots of trees so your child can draw some leaves on the
trees but you have to draw the correct amount of leaves.
Our number of the week is 9. So please help your child write the number and
recognise the number while also recalling the previous week’s number 1 – 8.
Because the girl walked through the jungle your task this week is to make an
animal using materials from around your house.
In the story the girl also went slipping on the iceberg. So your child can draw
themselves skating on the iceberg picture.
Think about the animals that live in the jungle and draw some of your favourite
animals in the jungle.
There are 2 animal pictures in the pack. A tiger and an elephant. Cut around the
tiger picture and then cut the tiger into 4 pieces like a puzzle and then let your
child put the picture back together again. Do the same with the elephant but cut
it into 6 pieces.
Imagine if you were the girl swimming through the river, climbing up a mountain
draw a feelings face showing how you would feel for each picture.
At the end of the story the girl ran home for her supper. Encourage your child to
Aiming High, Achieving Together

Extra
Activities

Websites

think about what food they would like to eat.
There is a hippo shape sheet for you to cut the shapes out and create the hippo.
There is a little quiz sheet for your child to think about e.g what animal runs the
fastest and to circle the correct answer.
The words to the song 5 Little Monkeys Jumping on the Bed is in your pack to
help teach your child or to sing along with your child. If you go to You Tube and
type in 5 Little Monkeys. Then click onto Five Little Monkeys Jumping on the
Bed • Nursery Rhymes Song with Lyrics • Cartoon Kids Songs and you can
hear the music to help you.
You can create your own monkey using your hand print. Or maybe if you do not
have any paint you can draw around your hand to create your own monkey or
you can draw your own monkey climbing a tree.
In the pack there is a recipe for a lovely Victoria Sponge. Please be careful of
allergies and don’t let your child touch the hot oven or any sharp knives.
Have a fun day collecting orange objects. Look around your house for orange
items. How many can you find?
There is a sheet for your child to create their own underwater scene.
Please continue to put all your child’s great work on EEXAT. Thank you to all
the parents that have already kindly uploaded their child’s work. It is so great
for me to see. Thank you for all your hard work in helping your child with their
packs and learning

Many thanks for your continued support,
Miss Sheppard
Nursery Teacher

Aiming High, Achieving Together

Draw a circle around the correct answer.
Which animal chased the
girl in the jungle?

Lion

Elephant

Which animal did the girl see
climbing the mountains?

Camel

Wolf

Which animal did the girl
see floating on the ocean?

Shark

Whale

Which animal did the girl see
swimming in the river?

Bear

Crocodile

Draw a circle around the correct answer.
Which animal did the
girl see in the desert?

Snake

Monkey

Draw your favourite animal from the story.

Which animal did the girl see
slipping on the iceberg?

Seal

Polar Bear

Sound out the first letter of the animal
name and write the letter.

________

________

______________

______________

______________

_____________

Name:

All these words start with the same letter.
Write the first letter to the word.

_ at

_ arrot

_ ar

_ up

c c c

_ ake

_ ow

All these words start with the same letter.
Write the first letter to the word.

_ ettle

_ ing

_ ite

_ ey

k k k

_ angroo

_ oala

All these words start with the same letter.
Write the first letter to the word.

_ mbrella

u u u

_ nder

_ p

All these words start with the same letter.
Write the first letter to the word.

_ all

_ ear

b b b

_ alloon

_ ird

_ ee

_ utterfly

All these words start with the same letter.
Write the first letter to the word.

_ ish

_ rog

f f f

_ lower

_ lamingo

_ eather

_ ox

Seren’s Seasons

Write your names on the animals and then
colour them in.

How many camels can you see and count?

Jungle and Rainforest Counting
Write how many animals there are in the box.
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Jungle and Rainforest Counting
Write how many animals there are in the box.
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How many baby lions can you see?

If there was 1 more how many
would there be?

If there was 2 more how many
would there be?

If there was 1 more how many
would there be?

If there was 2 more how many
would there be?

Draw some leaves on the trees.

Draw 3 leaves on the tree.

Draw 5 leaves on the tree.

Draw 4 leaves on the tree.

Draw 6 leaves on the tree.

Number Nine Formation
Trace over these numbers and then try writing your own.



999999999

Write the answers in the circles.

How many carrots?

How many flowers?

How many frogs?

visit twinkl.com

Using materials from around your house
create your own animal model.
Please do not go out and buy anything,
recycle what you have at home!

Tiger Jigsaw
Cut the tiger into 4 pieces and see if you can put the tiger
picture back together again like a jigsaw.

Elephant Jigsaw
Cut the elephant into 6 pieces and try and put the elephant back
together again like a jigsaw.

Draw a picture of yourself skating on the iceberg.

